According to Rudolf Steiner, “Our inner
processes are now less connected to time, to
the cycle of the year. But if we bring our own
‘timeless’ soul activity into correspondence
with the temporal rhythms of the year, then
great secrets of existence will unfold for us.
The year becomes the great archetype of
humankind’s own soul processes, and thereby a fruitful source of self-knowledge.”
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Introduction
In EARTH VISION, a travelogue of spiritual
ecology, a third millennium everyman undertook
an exploration into the soul's naturehood to elucidate that we are not the empty beings the psychosis of materialism would have us become.
Rather, as his sojourn demonstrated, we are
godlings of a feather gleaming goldly who have
within a soul akin to a mansion with a thousand
rooms. Proprietors of a formidable estate.
Now, the wing of the cormorant is molting.
The ascendancy of materialism over the course of
his life has been arrested, and his continent-wide
spiral into the heart of nature has rendered both a
re-framing of his existential angst and a perspective capable of attuning to the annual cycle of
nature, as well as transcendence of time constraint
in the biography of his incarnation.
While his previous journey targeted geographic locations, he now undertakes a journey
through time. As a framework, he uses the 52
weeks that spiral through the yearly cycle, taking

Easter and spring as a starting point. Week by
week, the fabric of the soul's biography, counterwoven with nature's annual rhythms, is brought to
light through Rudolf Steiner's Calendar of the
Soul. Although the material has been designed to
work without immediate reference to the
Calendar, readers may wish to refer to Steiner's
week-by-week verses (see Appendix) in tandem
with the 52 chapters.
Note for readers who choose to follow the course
of the year in "real time":
1) The biographical material does not proceed in a
linear fashion, but draws from any point of the
everyman's incarnation that is relevant to the
dynamics of a given week.
2) Because Easter does not fall on the same date
each year, an adjustment is called for. When
Easter happens to fall earlier or later than on its
median week (April 7-13), the first few weeks can
be extended, or overlapped, according to your
intuition on the matter.

Week 1

April 7-13

In the darkest hour the robin begins its overture,
which carries through until dawn draws out an
array of avian accompanists. In the morning light,
flowers announce restoration. Nature's brassy
flora and woodwind birdsong, underpinned by the
quiet cello phrasing of a tumbling stream, incite an
insurrection in the soul. And from the heart of this
fervency, like an inkblack crow against a blue and
cloudwhite sky, a vision of enterprise for the year
ahead unfolds its wings, an imagineering elevated
now by having endured the austerity of winter.
Plying the air with bold strokes, the crows
that rally now to nest scold passersby with an intonation abrasive to those not endeared to Corvus
mannerisms. Marauding bands, combing turf, taking turns as sentries, work all angles of opportunity. The inner crow, like its archetypal raven cousin
perched on Odin's shoulder, is sensitively perceptive, cooperating with "cohorts" of the psyche to
ensure provision.
Too much gypsy wanderlust can lead to a life
shiftless and empty. And there, but for the grace
of God, goes the millennial everyman, for the
crow that scolds admonishes him to attend his own

nest, a roost of creativity now clamoring with
fledgling petition. For the soul, holding vigilant
through the long winter of nature's dormancy, and
enduring the tribulation of seasonal purging, now
enters the resurrecting force of spring.
New ventures - joining a choir, improvisational dance, new friends - are initiatives akin to
the profuse blossoms on the limbs of an orchard.
The blooming becomes a living soul-art, too ethereal to be assigned to the physical world, a crafting initiated from the finer echelons of the inner
realm.
And by midday, bearing the resplendence of
this blossoming in his soul, he visits with an elderly friend. There, a wealth of memories over eight
decades flows through their freeform conversation, like a Charlie Parker recital interspersed with
a few poetic interludes of Auden, Wordsworth, and
Spender. Though his lifelong companion has
taken up residence on an Alzheimer cul-de-sac,
with soul-caring wisdom, the aged one uses the
social visit as a holiday from grieving, a stance of
spring to overcome winterland blues.
From his journal: - - Deep in wilderness, a rodent
cloaked in barbs shuffles by. Brother Pine-pig
serves up danger to unwary aggressors, and more
than once have I found myself in the quandary of
extracting quills from my infamous malamute,

Kola, full name "Kola D. Moosebreath."
Weighing in at a hundred pounds, making extraction a daunting task, my husky causes me to reflect
on inner dynamics, times when a domestic part of
astrality tussles with a wildling, and the perils of
ventures lacking respect for the barbs inherent in
untamable forces.
At the same time, this needle-suited being,
dining on tree bark and sleeping in the forest
canopy, models subsistence on austere provision.
Simplifying my lifestyle, I can absorb the vitality
coursing now through the earth, in the fullness of
one of the finest moods of the season.
A pair of spiritual ecologists strolls through the
enchantment of spring flowers, their conversation
unraveling around humanity's interface with
nature spirits, and the importance of freeing them
through effective forms of communion.
According to modern Anthroposophists and members of the Findhorn community, humanity and the
elementals can work together in a co-creative
fashion. But until the human community consciously embraces a grander relationship with
nature than the hegemony of the day, the elementals remain trapped, caught up in the comatose of
the materialistic perspective.
Due to the intense resonation underway now
between nature and spirit, spring is an especially

powerful ascendancy to fashion an intimacy capable of contributing to the freedom and evolution of
earthbound beings. According to Rudolf Steiner,
"the entire soul-destiny of mankind has been crucified upon the cross of materialism…and until
mankind comes to see how the present way of
knowledge, which clings to the senses and to them
alone, is nothing but a grave of knowledge out of
which a resurrection must take place - until it sees
this, it will not be able to experience the thoughts
and feelings which truly belong to Easter."
The overcoming of death is now upon the
altar of circumspect. Through the doorway of
spring, inward resurrection confronts incarnation's
formidable peril by means of its victory of spirit
over matter. While during autumn, it is the will
that opens the inner portal, during spring, contemplation serves as the key.
In the final hour of his annual spring fast, his
attention is drawn to the star-like form of the wild
Easter lily, a spring herald that matures into a
gracefully curved gesture bending down to shine
its six petals upon the earth. At the same time, a
sunray center with a star-like periphery ascending
within his soul turns to shine back into its shadowy origin, like a lantern in a tomb, an expression
of elegant charm rising above confinement.
Now spring buds, responding to the draw of

the sun, rise into the effusion of light. Interior
songbirds proclaim joy and anticipation. An oratory of freedom swells and rises. Spaces give the
impression of widening, foreshadowing an urge to
stretch out to furthest limits, as there streams down
like a sunray a summons to ascend into summer's
oceanic expanse.
The soul, having kept its winter vigil through
to the pivotal event of Easter, is suffused with a
glow. Late winter was a time of purging, old
habits falling in a heap at the foot of mounting
resolve, and a time of attending the emptied spaces
that offer sanctum. At the end of the year, during
Week Fifty-two, life reaches down from the
heights to the depths. In the beginning of the year,
during Week One, consciousness strives up from
the depths to the heights. The beginning and ending of the year unite and commingle in a harmonious counterpoint.

